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Hello, THIS IS US

2007
Founded in Antwerp, Belgium

80
PRODUCT FAMILIES
OVER 9 YEARS

178
BuzziPeople
are working every day
to fulfill your needs

We welcomed some BuzziBees at the BuzziCampus, because treating them well is very important to our planet.

70% OF THE WORKERS SAID THEY WOULD BE MORE PRODUCTIVE IN A LESS NOISY ENVIRONMENT.
— UK SURVEY

Our 10th anniversary in autumn 2017

SILENCE SHOULD NOT BE A LUXURY

In 2012 we attended NeoCon for the first time.

MANUFACTURING
BuzziSpace continuously strives for durable and high quality products which is reflected in our production process. With manufacturing units in the Netherlands (Bladel) and the US (High Point, NC) we try to excel in everything we do and make. Our passionate craftsmen are constantly improving their skills to take the products to a higher level and to bring that extra sparkle to the product families.

AWARDS
3 AWARDS THIS YEAR

Identity
BuzziSpace is relentless in its pursuit of bettering the world through design. It started with acoustics. From there, the mission grew. Driven by an unbounded passion for solving modern design challenges, BuzziSpace continuously reimagines furnishings to be more functional and more fun. The brand provides new ways of working, living and being sustainable.

In the past 9 years

3 AWARDS THIS YEAR

Wallpaper Design Award 2017 (BuzziBlinds)
Active Office Award 2017 (BuzziBalance)
European Product Design Awards 2017 (BuzziJungle)
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40 AWARDS
IN THE PAST 9 YEARS

IT'S ALL ABOUT HAPPY & HEALTHY WORK-SPACES.

2014
the year we started manufacturing in the US (High Point, NC)

Building Acoustics ≠ Room Acoustics
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IT'S ALL ABOUT HAPPY & HEALTHY WORKSPACES

ALAIN GILLES

— A healthy workspace is a place that doesn't feel like a workplace but rather as a place where people share different moments of life. The new workspace is about the ability to be creative, to enrich ideas by sharing them with others, but also about being able to focus 100 percent when needed! It is very much about combining different worlds and different social interactions into a common space. When designing products for the new office I think a lot about improving the life of people and about giving them meaningful experiences. I try to diminish the stress that is so commonly present at work and to make sure that people interact more and differently. With my designs I try to make it possible to create new landscapes on an office floor so the new office becomes ever more lively and fresh.

— At Buzzispace it is all about happy and healthy workspaces. This means caring for workers and contributing to a pleasant working environment. Acoustics, lighting and different furniture setups all influence personal well-being. They contribute to a positive workspace. On both the first and 10th floor of the Merchandise Mart at Neocon 2017, Buzzispace will realize its comprehensive approach to design for happy, healthy living, incorporating a range of furniture products, and serious acoustic solutions. Discover what happy and healthy workspaces mean to our designers and how they incorporate it in their designs for Buzzispace!

SAS ADRIAENSSENS

A happy and healthy workspace for me is a place that breathes coziness, where music is playing and where nature and color are integrated in the interior design. In my Buzzispace designs, I always try to create a cozy feeling and I often use decorative elements. I don't like cold workplaces. By using Buzzifelt in my designs I create a gentle and warm atmosphere.

13&9 DESIGN

The new workspace is about reassuring people and giving them the chance to interact.

GERD COUCK-HUYT

For us, a happy workplace is a place where you feel at home.

To me, a happy and healthy workspace is a place that takes into account the diversity of humans.

— Every employee has individual needs that you should consider as a designer. One person can be more productive with the sound of music in the background, while it can be disturbing to another person. Therefore good acoustics is very important in the workplace. Also, certain colors, materials and good lighting can provide a relaxed sense of well-being. As a designer, you should also ensure that the workplace is organized so that there is sufficient interaction and communication among employees and that they can clear their head easily with a short break. I'm convinced that if an employer takes into account all of these elements, sick leave will decrease significantly.

BuzziTrihao

13&9 DESIGN

— We design furniture with our recognizable signature: playful, crafty, with an eye for detail and a lot of colors. These designs should not only look good but, above all, be comfortable and appeal to a cozy feel. The BuzziCane with handcrafted wood, classic webbing and comfortable cushions is a nice example.

BuzziBlinds

BuzziFloat

BuzziFelt

BuzziPleat

BuzziTrihao

BuzziBalance

BuzziBounce

BuzziTribes

For us, a healthy workplace is a place where you feel at home.

— We design furniture with our recognizable signature: playful, crafty, with an eye for detail and a lot of colors. These designs should not only look good but, above all, be comfortable and appeal to a cozy feel. The BuzziCane with handcrafted wood, classic webbing and comfortable cushions is a nice example.

DUM OFFICE

— Every employee has individual needs that you should consider as a designer. One person can be more productive with the sound of music in the background, while it can be disturbing to another person. Therefore good acoustics is very important in the workplace. Also, certain colors, materials and good lighting can provide a relaxed sense of well-being. As a designer, you should also ensure that the workplace is organized so that there is sufficient interaction and communication among employees and that they can clear their head easily with a short break. I'm convinced that if an employer takes into account all of these elements, sick leave will decrease significantly.

BuzziTrihao

BuzziCane

More info about our products on buzzi.space/category/products
— The popular open-office model connects workers. But, at the same time, noise can be a challenge. In the above picture of the Volkswagen offices in Germany, the designers chose three BuzziSpace products to create quiet, private places to work and meet: BuzziVille, BuzziScreen, and BuzziCube.

— Disconnect for 10 minutes, have your lunch or get together for an informal talk at the coffee machine. Fun furniture, acoustic solutions, and good lighting are crucial elements to create cozy corners. Pictured left, our office in the Netherlands paired BuzziShade above BuzziPicNic High and BuzziMilk to improve the high-pitched sounds of people talking, drinking, and eating.

— Inspiration for happy & healthy workspaces

— The meeting room is a typical example where the right furniture, lighting, and acoustics are necessary to make conversation between participants clear and pleasant. In this example of Realyys, the designers chose a black wooden table top of BuzziPicNic to add atmosphere. This large table can be used for meetings but is also perfectly suitable for co-working. Thanks to the highly acoustically performant BuzziGrid suspended from the ceiling, this meeting room is also well-balanced and ensures perfect speech intelligibility.

— The hotel or office lobby is the spot where people gather. To ensure privacy at the welcome desk and in the waiting areas, this very noisy and multifunctional space requires specific acoustic care and an adequate lighting experience. Create a private, quiet corner thanks to the BuzziHub and BuzziHub table where guests can disconnect to work or have a moment of relaxation.

Also fits in this space

BuzziPicNic
- The first indoor picnic table
- A classic milk stool

Also fits in this space

BuzziFalls Standing
- BuzziFalls, our playful hanging room divider, is now also available as a free-standing folding screen. Our “Trio” version consists of 3 panels and is ideal to divide your office or room any way you want. Personalize it by choosing a striking BuzziFelt color and one of our different patterns.

— Motivate your employees or guests to move more with BuzziBalance. This product family offers both a seating and standing element. It brings people together, providing joy and conversation.
BuzziMirage

BuzziMirage is about reflections, false perspectives and fake shadows. The aim of BuzziMirage is to create virtual openings and new vanishing points in a house or office in order to generate new dynamics and enlarge a space. Design by Alain Gilles

BuzziFloat

BuzziFloat is an intentionally simple design that blends into its surroundings. This transparent chair is engineered to feel spacious and airy and has a strong graphic personality. Design by Alain Gilles

BuzziNordic

An upholstered sofa that offers modern comfort in combination with a stylish nordic elegance. The sides of the sofa are tilting and generate a lightweight perception. Finished off in vintage leather for a more masculine look. Design by Stäffan Thomsen

BuzziBalance High

BuzziBalance creates a non-traditional environment that brings people together, provoking joy and conversation. At NeoCon 2017 we introduce a new extension to the BuzziBalance family: BuzziBalance High. A rocking pouf with the height of a normal chair. Ideal to bring the benefits of purposeful stretching to your desk. Design by 13&9

BuzziPleat

The BuzziPleat delivers light and sound control with an architectural edge. This series reinterprets ancient techniques used in fashion design, like smocking and pleating, to create large-scale, yet lightweight sculptural forms, made of sound-absorbing BuzziFelt. Design by 13&9 Design

BuzziTrihex

The original round table has been re-thought in its simplicity. Tuning the outlines and bringing in soft edges results in a distinctive design language which makes BuzziTrihex unique. Available in two sizes, one rounded and the other rectangular, the table can fit up to nine guests. Design by 13&9

BuzziTrihex

With its woven cane back, wood base, and luscious upholstery, the BuzziCane sofa brings a fresh, vintage inspired look into the contemporary workplace. Designed by DUM Office
ACOUSTICS, THE ORIGINALS

— AT NEOCON 2017 WE SHOWCASE OUR LEGACY OF ACOUSTIC SOLUTIONS. ACOUSTICS IS STILL OUR DRIVING FORCE AND AFTER ALMOST 10 YEARS OF RESEARCH AND EXPERIENCE IT IS SAFE TO SAY WE ARE ACOUSTIC EXPERTS LIKE NO OTHER IN THE MARKET. IN OUR NEOCON SHOWROOM AND ON THESE PAGES WE PRESENT TO YOU SOME OF OUR ORIGINAL PRODUCTS THAT EXCEL IN ACOUSTICAL PERFORMANCE. HAPPY & HEALTHY WORKSPACES START WITH GOOD ACOUSTICS BECAUSE SILENCE IS NOT A LUXURY.

BuzziCactus
The BuzziCactus is a charming room divider that combines no less than three factors: sound absorption, design and a surface you can stick pins onto.

BuzziPuzzle
BuzziPuzzle poufs fit together in a chain of sound-balancing seats that can go anywhere, from a break-out office space to a kids playroom.

BuzziTotem
BuzziTotem is a high-performance product for diffusion and sound absorbance in offices, residential homes and hospitality areas. Thanks to the vast range of fabrics offered, BuzziTotem can become a true design feature.

BuzziDonut
A round, sound absorbing panel with a distinctive central hole that gives it its tasty name. The BuzziDonut improves the acoustic qualities of a space.

BuzziTile 3D
BuzziTile 3D turns any blank wall into a must-see feature. Available in a variety of shapes and sizes, the BuzziTile family is a perfect solution for balancing sound.

BuzziBalance
While sitting on the BuzziBalance rocking pouf, the benefits of purposeful stretching are brought into the workplace. The upholstered seat also offers added acoustical benefits.

BuzziBalance
A sound absorbing panel that can be fixed to the ceiling or walls to dampen sound waves while still offering a chic design.

DANIEL VERLOOVEN
Daniel Verlooven is our Global Acoustic Ambassador and he travels the globe to share his expertise and knowledge through CEU and CPD accredited trainings and seminars.

Acoustic Ambassador
DANIEL VERLOOVEN

The RT60 app, developed by BuzziSpace, measures the reverbation time in any room and suggests products to improve sound quality. With the simulation tool, you can see the acoustical impact of BuzziSpace products in your space.

RT60 App
— OUR MISSION IS TO CREATE SOLUTIONS FOR HAPPY AND HEALTHY WORKSPACES. BOTH ACOUSTICS AND LIGHTING INFLUENCE WELL-BEING AND ARE TWO MAIN CONTRIBUTORS TO ACHIEVE A POSITIVE WORKSPACE DESIGN.

WITH THE LAUNCH OF BUZZILIGHT IN 2008, BUZZISPACE TOOK ITS FIRST STEPS INTO THE WORLD OF ‘ACOUSTIC LIGHTING’. NOW WE OFFER A FULL RANGE, FROM DECORATIVE TO FUNCTIONAL LIGHTING. A CRUCIAL ASPECT OF SPACE PLANNING - PREFERABLY FROM THE BEGINNING OF A PROJECT - IS LISTING ALL RELEVANT VARIABLES THAT AFFECT SOUND AND ILLUMINATION.

HOW TO PUT IT INTO PRACTICE? TAKE A PEAK AT THESE INSPIRATIONAL SETTINGS FOR FRESH IDEAS ON HOW TO IMPLEMENT ACOUSTIC LIGHTING. ENJOY.

BuzziShade — Lighting fixture in BuzziFelt
The BuzziShade design prevents eavesdroppers from hearing your private conversations and reduces external noise levels to a minimum. The BuzziShade is extremely versatile. A fantastic addition to any office, waiting room or restaurant, the BuzziShade is designed with large-scale settings in mind. Be creative by adding a layer of colorful fabric to the BuzziFelt shade.

BuzziClipse — Acoustic Wall Panels
BuzziClipse offers the best of both worlds: a subtle lighting experience with high acoustic performance. The front panel of BuzziClipse, designed to tackle acoustic issues in a room, is based on a highly-finished aluminum frame with a clean, minimal look, highlighted by delicate backlighting. With its built-in LED frame, BuzziClipse is offered in two varieties (square and rectangle), and finished with upholstered front panels, available in our range of fabrics. It is a true acoustical eclipse.

BuzziMoon — Light Side of the Moon
A classic in the making, BuzziMoon is designed to provide light in a wide variety of settings. Its diffused light adds soft illumination while surrounded by a decorative yet functional acoustical ring. BuzziMoon can be finished in a variety of fabrics, 3D patterns and colors—matching the brand style of any office, hotel, university, healthcare setting and more.

BuzziChandelier — Acoustic decorative lighting
Make a statement with BuzziChandelier, a contemporary take on a classic light pendant. It is the perfect way to add atmosphere to your room with artful shadows and softened sounds. BuzziChandelier is an ideal design statement that acoustical solution for offices, restaurants, hotels, institutions, residences and more.

BuzziBell — Bell-shaped acoustic, functional lighting
Designed by Chris Hardy, BuzziBell mixes diffused LED light with a bold bell shape. It is made with BuzziFelt, Buzzispace’s signature material, and a contrasting metal closure. The distinguished shape, with its harmonious curves, was made by stretching the BuzziFelt to its limits. BuzziBell is available in 12 colors and is CE and UL listed.

UL Listed: The BuzziShade, BuzziLight, and recently also the BuzziMoon and BuzziBell are UL listed for both US and Canada. BuzziSpace goes the extra step to ensure the safety of our products through rigorous UL testing and follow-up inspections. In this way we differentiate ourselves from the competition and bring safe acoustical lighting solutions to the market.

DOWNLOAD OUR ACOUSTIC LIGHTING CATALOG ON WWW.BUZZI.SPACE
**Acoustic US Tour**

Our Global Acoustic Ambassador, Daniel Verlooven, spread his acoustic message throughout the States in the last couple of weeks. Thanks to two Acoustic Tours he covered a big part of the country including more than 15 cities in four weeks. With his training ‘Demystifying Room Acoustics’ being CEU accredited, Daniel trains interior designers, dealers and architects on the importance of acoustics and possible solutions.

**NORTH EAST**
- NEW YORK (NY)
- PHILADELPHIA (PA)
- WASHINGTON D.C.

**MID WEST**
- CHICAGO (IL)
- CLEVELAND (OH)
- DETROIT (MI)

**WEST**
- LOS ANGELES (CA)
- SAN DIEGO (CA)
- SAN FRANCISCO (CA)
- SEATTLE (WA)

**SOUTH EAST**
- HIGH POINT (NC)
- CHARLOTTE (NC)
- RALEIGH (NC)
- MIAMI (FL)
- FORT LAUDERDALE (FL)

**THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR A GREAT CONVERSATION ON THE IMPORTANCE OF ACOUSTICS WITH LOTS OF INFORMATION! IT HAS SINCE SOAKED INTO MY BRAIN.**

— Ana Marshall

**I REALLY ENJOYED THAT CEU. THAT WAS SO INTERESTING AND INFORMATIVE. HE SHARED SOME REALLY GOOD INFORMATION THAT WE DON’T THINK ABOUT IN OUR DAY TO DAY.**

— Carol Yandle

**Acoustic IN A NUTSHELL**

40 CEU sessions

16 cities in 4 weeks

more than 10 flights

and some road trips.

**BELGIAN**

based catering

16 cities in 4 weeks

more than 10 flights

and some road trips.

**DESIGN your WALL with BuzziSkin Printed**

Spice up your wall with our new BuzziSkin Printed while enhancing your room acoustics at the same time. BuzziSkin Printed is ideal to absorb the high tones in your room. Go for a sophisticated look with Marble or bring nature inside with our Green or Jungle print.

**MORE INFORMATION ABOUT BUZZISKIN PRINTED ON WWW.BUZZI.SPACE**

**MEET OUR US Sales TEAM**

**GENEVIEVE LEMIRE**
- National Sales Director
- North America

**MILICA VIDOVIĆ**
- Regional Sales Manager
- MidWest

**JODI ODELL**
- Regional Sales Manager
- West Coast

**HERNÁN SAURIT**
- Regional Sales Manager
- South East

**KATHARINA BURR**
- Hospitality + A&D
- New York
BuzziCane
— by Dum Office

A soft lounge sofa on an unexpected frame

With its woven cane back, wood base, and luscious upholstery, the BuzziCane sofa brings a fresh, vintage-inspired look into the contemporary workplace. This sofa mixes a firm, elevated structure with plush seat and back cushions that are perfect for relaxing. The informal design welcomes guests with its friendly feel.